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OUR Magazine
SP ’s Land Forces
The only dedicated Land Forces magazine for
Armies across Asia-Pacific
Realising the urgent need for a publication dedicated
specifically to the army, SP’s Land Forces was
launched in February 2004. Inaugurated by the then
Indian Defence Minister, George Fernandes, the
bi-monthly (6 issues a year) earned wide acclaim
for its extensive updates, incisive analysis, diverse
perspectives on contemporary issues, in-depth
interviews and expert views. It became a preferred
read among the Indian Army top brass. The contents
written by noted defence writers from India and abroad
covered varied topics, including the latest global
developments in weapon systems and technologies
and security issues. Editorial thrust of the journal,
largely India-centric to begin with expanded with every
subsequent issue.

In a country like India with limited
support from the industry and
market, initiating 50 years ago
(in 1964) publishing magazines
relating to Army, Navy and Aviation
sectors without any interruption is
a commendable job on the part of
SP Guide Publications. By this, SP
Guide Publications has established
the fact that continuing quality work
in any field would result in success.
— Narendra Modi,
Hon’ble Prime Minister of India

OUR Market
Across the board, armies in Asia are looking to
transform with upgrades or fresh acquisitions.
Whilst new acquisitions are key, this modernisation
of Asian forces will see large investments in soldier
modernisation, unmanned systems, future artillery
and armoured vehicles, etc. With rising defence
budgets and modernisation options, Asian and
Middle East countries are taking the lead in the
procurement of mechanised ground forces, ISR
capabilities and support fire platforms and are
optimising their increased budgets in the acquisition
and upgrading of infantry, armour, artillery and
unmanned platforms and technologies.
SP’s Land Forces with Asia-Pacific distribution
fills this requirement for a dedicated source of
relevant information for Army professionals in the
Asia-Pacific region.

www.spslandforces.com
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Indian Artillery – Current and Future Status

Accordingly, ‘Artillery Profile’ was conceived
and promulgated with emphasis on
‘Mediumisation’ of Artillery. The plans
were rather ambitious and involved the
acquisition of about 3,000 plus guns by
2025 at an estimated cost of $8 billion.
Lt General Naresh Chand (Retd)
PAGE 6
A Brief History of Indian Army —
Post Independence
The Sino-Indian War of 1962 and the
national humiliation was the result of the
policy of appeasement of the Chinese and
the bias against the military. The military
also failed by acquiescing to a policy they
knew to be militarily and politically unsound.
Lt General V.K. Kapoor (Retd)
PAGE 8
Foreclosure of Army’s
Battlefield Management System
In simple terms the BMS integrates
resources bringing them to the right place,
at the right time, with right lethality to
provide real time, appropriate, common
comprehensive tactical picture.

Chief of the Army Staff General Bipin Rawat

‘We cannot remain dependent on import
of weapons, equipment and ammunition.
Accordingly, we are maximising our
effort at indigenisation through the
‘Make in India’ initiative.’

Lt General P.C. Katoch (Retd)
PAGE 9
Parliamentary Committee on Declining
Defence Budget
Raising serious questions over the
declining fund allocation for defence,
Standing Committee on Defence has asked
for fresh look at the creation of ‘Nonlapsable Defence Capital Fund Account’ for
capital acquisition.
Rohit Srivastava

On January 10, 2017, a team of SP’s Land Forces comprising Jayant Baranwal,
Editor-in-Chief, SP’s Land Forces, and Lt General V.K. Kapoor (Retd), interviewed
General Bipin Rawat, Chief of the Army Staff who candidly spoke about the
army’s responses to the challenges being faced, and the ongoing modernisation
of the Indian Army. Excerpts from the interview.

PAGE 10
Defence PSUs — Still High on Import
Preference is being given to indigenously
designed defence equipment and procurement
from foreign vendor is done only when Indian
industry is not in a position to deliver the
equipment within requisite timeframe.
Rohit Srivastava

SP Guide Publications (SP’s): China’s economic rise, its steadfast military modernisation, its aggressive actions in the disputed border areas and their nexus with
Pakistan has some cogent lessons for
India. Modernisation of the Indian Armed
Forces and capability building cannot
be ignored any longer. As the COAS you

PLUS

11

News in Brief

have in many forums clarified the type
of threats and challenges we are facing,
yet our modernisation does not seem to
be picking up pace. What are your thrust
areas and how far have we progressed in
the Army? What is holding us back?
Chief of the Army Staff (COAS): We, as yet
do not have a well defined border in our

Northern Sector, in Jammu & Kashmir
and in the Sir Creek area. Our effort has
remained focussed along the Western Front,
whilst the Northern Sector did not get the
attention it deserved. Our modernisation
effort is now directed at ensuring improvement of our surveillance capability, capacity
building and empowerment of forces in the
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This modernisation in a dynamic security environment including
conventional and non-conventional theatre requires all land
forces professionals to keep themselves regularly updated on
the changing conditions.
SP’s Land Forces will fill this huge requirement by
covering changes in strategic/doctrinal viewpoints; rise in
sub-conventional warfare and how this is driving changing
requirements and capabilities for the soldier; overview, updates
and developments from all Asian and Middle East countries;
technical advancements in C4I, power, ballistic and armour
protection, lightening the load and lethality; challenges and
possible solutions with best practices; and other relevant
information.
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Director General
of Artillery, Indian
Army
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